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Necessary Points Of Clarification 
An XV News Sports Editorial 
ED NOTE: 
Ordinarily the Xavier News does not run 
sports news on its front page. This week, 
however, because of the timely and contro· 
versial subject of Mr. Adams' questions to 
Coach McCafferty, we are breaking our usual 
precedent. R.G.Q. 
by Ed Adams 
TO PRAISE CAESAR, NOT TO BURY HIM-
Very often the most well-meant of actions are miscon-
strued. Motives are attributed to a deed, that the author 
never intended. 
Such misconstruction occurred in some quarters last 
week regarding the News announceme~t of Head ~asketball 
Coach Jim McCafferty's consent to explam the puzzlmg 1958-59 
cage season. 
The News had planned the McCafferty question-and· 
answer session as a means to review most accurately the 
happenings of the past campaign. Some readers, however, 
rashly interpreted it to be a frontal attack upon the coach's 
ability to guide a basketball team. 
Nothing could be further from the truth. The News felt 
strongly that the many unanswered questions concerning the 
season appropriately should be answered by the one man 
who knows. 
Enough off-center opinions have been fired by the 
"experts" of South Hall. Enough explanation has been done' 
by the city's two "objective" dail~es. . . . 
It was time that the coach himself clarify the s1tuat10n, 
wipe away the film of faulty assumptions, and marshall the 
correct opinions. 
The time was ripe for the coach to answer his critics. 
If an appraisal of the year was to be rendered, Jim was the 
man to render it. This was what we thought. 
In line with his unquestionably high character, Coach 
McCafferty readily consented to the News interview. He made 
no attempt to shirk responsibility. He acknowledged the 
coach's duty to the students, in spite of the fact that they 
often have forgotten· their duties to him. 
For this reason, Jim McCafferty deserves the highest pos· 
sible praise. 
The News interview was intended in part to illustrate 
what a fine 'gentleman is directing the school's most renowned 
athletic team. No attack, by implication or otherwise, was 
directed at the outsized Oklahoman. No pressure was brought 
upon the News to make this distinction. 
In fact, it is our wish that Jim McCaffcrty be given a 
wholehearted and unqualified vote of confidence by the 
student body. 
* * * * * This question was asked last week: 
"Where does the Xavier News get the right to question 
the athletic department regarding the results of an athletic 
program?" 
The question asked might have been, "Where does the 
Cincinnati ENQUIRER get the right to commentate on Russian 
foreign policy?" Or "Where would the New York TIMES get 
the right to commentate on the affairs of Eddie, Debbie and 
Liz?'' 
Each of these questions may be answered identically, The 
right is inherent in the very nature of a newspaper. Literature 
is a criticism of life and the newspaper is a form of literature. 
Hence, it follows that the newspaper's province includes the 
power to criticize, whether this criticism be favorable or not. 
Because the News is a college newspaper, certain restric-
tions are necessarily placed on the scope of its criticism. It 
must not attempt to commentate where it cannot speak 
authoritively. 
However, in the realm of campus matters, it is its duty 
to voice student opinion, correct student opinion that is always 
governed by reason. 
When a campus newspaper loses this small share of 
autonomy, it ceases to be a newspaper and takes on the garb 
of an ADMINISTRATION ADVOCATE or ALUMNI NEWS-
LETTER. 




Q. What has been wrong with 
the Xavier Musketeers? 
A. Nothing. As students of Xav-
ier University you can be 
just as proud of this year's 
team as you were of last 
year's team on March 22. 
Q. Whom would you blame for 
the Musketeers' poor show-
ing? Yourself, or the team 
or both? 
(Continued on Page 4) 
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Henri Golembiewski Acts Cash Room 
As Chief Clef Club Critic Hosts Foreign 
hv Tom cahm, News Associate Editor Student Forum 
Many years ago the Armed Forces instituted a system Come eight o'clock Sunday 
which came to be known as the Chain of Command. This night, the Cash Room will play 
system h~s since proven its wor.t~ .to such a degree that every setting to the Foreign Student 
organization havmg any capab1ht1es at all has followed the Forum, hosted by the Intercol-
lead set down by our services. legiate Committee of the student 
The Clef Club is one such councils of Xavier, Edgecliff and 
organization which has the Chain Mt. St. Joseph. A foreign student 
of Command, that chain which forum? . . . more clearly, a 
is "only as strong as its weakest forum composed of twelve for-
link." And fortunately for the eign students and six Americans 
club, there is an extra strong from the three schools, which 
link in the person of Henri will discuss plans for future 
Golembiewski, the accomplished welcoming of foreign students 
accompanist. Not only is he a at these schools. This ,at least, 
skillful pianist, but he is also the will be the take-off point, from 
Clef Club's chief critic in the which the forum will discuss why 
best John Dryden or Dr. Sam the foreign students came to 
Johnson fashion when criticism America, what they expected 
is in order, and its best booster and expect from their education, 
when a good performance is what they think of America and 
·Jiven. its students and how they have 
Mr. Golembiewski, or Henri been received by Americans. 
as he is more frequently called, The foreign students partici-
is well qualified to be a good pating come from five of the 
critic since he has been associated seven continents (Anarctica and 
with music and studied music Australia were unavailable), the 
for most of his life. He graduated countries represented ranging 
from the Teacher's College from Lithuania and Formosa to 
Atheneaum of Ohio, in 1941 with surprised to hear of an exotic Nazareth and Hong Kong. The 
a Bachelor of Arts degree in French combo centered on "Henri American students are two from 
piano and organ. His career then and his Twinkling Piano." each school. Mr. Edward Good-
spread out over many areas Time and popular opinion man, Director of the Hispanic 
including private tutoring and a attest to the fact that the "Go- Institute, is coordinator of the 
position as chief organist which lembiewski Touch" is here to forum. 
finally led him to the Clef Club stay and in recoJnition the rest The public is invited, students 
in 1946. of the members including direc- particularly, and ·· refreshments 
Music had to take second place tor Franklin Bens have been will be served. With the allow-
back in 1942, however, when the forced to share the spotlight some- ance of time, there will be a 
Army called Henri away from what. Johann Sebastian Bach is discussion period at the end of 
the keyboard. He joined the responsible for this since it is the forum at which time ques-
Armed Forces serving as a cor- his composition of "Jesus, Joy of tions from the audience will be 
poral in the 26th Infantry Divi- Man's Desiring" which gives answered. 
sion and was in combat duty in Xavier's Eddy Duchin a chance --------
France and Belgium until dis- to really how off, So his 13th Bulletin 
charge time in 1945. Although year, considered a bad omen to 
Henri firmly asserts that the some, has turned out to be quite 
rifle and gernade replaced the lucky for Henri Golembiewski. 
piano and organ during this time, And it couldn't happen to a 
this reporter would not ·be at all nicer fellow. 
Remember! The First Annual 
Bridge Tourney wlll be held on 
campus tomorrow from 1:30 to 
5:00 In the Cash Room. 
Boat Ride, Prom 
Highlight Coining 
"Junior Weekend" 
by Fran McMannus 
The senior class may have 
their Senior Week in June, but 
the junior class will have its 
Junior Weekend on April -17-18. 
The main event of the junior-
sponsored party weekend is the 
annual Junior Prom on Saturday 
night April 18 at the Sheraton-
Gibson Roof Gardens. Will Hau-
ser and his music-makers will 
provide the danceable tunes for 
the junior hosts and the sopho-
more and senior guests from 
9: 00 p.m. to 1: 00 a.m. Tickets 
for this tux-only affair, which 
will go on sale immediately 
after Easter, will run the seniors 
$3.00 and the sophomores and 
juniors $4.00. 
An added feature of the prom 
will be the "Junior Prom Jests" 
-a little booklet containing lines 
of wisdoms, mottos, or just 
names of Xavier students. X.U. 
students will be askd to donate 
$.25 per line for the privilege of 
writing in the "Jests." 
The primary before the main 
event is the junior class spon-
sored boat ride down the old 
Ohio river on Friday night, 
April 14. The price of tickets for 
this floating party will depend 
entirely upon the returns from 
the "Jests." This chance of a 
good, inexpensive night should 
serve as an incentive for those 
juniors selling "Junior Prom 
Jests" sheets. Money and "Jests 
sheets must be turned in at 
South Hall on Monday 16th or 
Tuesday 17th between 8:30 and 
2:30. 
Syrn11atliy 
The News extends its sympathy 
to Phil Schneider on the death 
of his father. 
NO. 16 
Speakers Gather In 
67th Annual Contest 
Tonight at 8:00 in the Cash 
l\'lemorial Room of Logan Ball, 
six Xavier students will compete 
in the 67th annual Oratorical 
Contest. All students of Xavier 
ancl their dates as well as all 
friends of Xavier are cordially 
invited to attend this traditional 
event. 
Finalists of this year's contest 
will be Wayne Fehr '59, Dan 
Brislane '59, Denny Doherty '61, 
Tom Kuhlman '61, Frank Polk '62, 
and Ben Talbot '62. T. J. Paulus 
will act as chairman of the affair. 
Twelve members of the faculty 
will act as judges of the contest. 
Among these judges will be sev-
eral previous winners of the 
oratorical contest. Refreshments 
will be served immediately after 
the contest. 
FAMILY FEST 
BEGINS MAY 15 
The weekend of May 16, 1959 
1>romises to be one of the busiest 
of the year for every member of 
the Xavier family. 
Friday night, May 15, the fes-
tivities of Family Day will begin 
with a parents party on campus 
and the Clef Club Concert and 
Dance at the Netherland Hilton 
Hall of Mirrors. 
Events scheduled for the day 
include: morning Mass, two spe-
cial ceremonies, a Pershing Rifle 
exhibition, a baseball game with 
the University of Cincinnati, a 
Masque prnduction, a delicious 
supper, a band concert and vari-
ety show, and finally a royal ball. 
All Xavier students and par-
ents are urged to plan now to 
attend Family Day '59. Next week 
the News will carry a story of 
the special contest to be held in 
conjunction with the Presidential 
Ball. 
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xu· News Editorial 
TOWARD FAMILY-TYPE UNITY 
Conflicts among members of a family are often noted 
for their bitterness, severity, and brevity. The strength of a 
good family against outside intrusion is also known to be 
very formidable. Sadder and wiser is the man who foolishly 
tries to separate two fighting brothers. 
Here at Xavier some of us could take a few lessons from 
most families in the subject of strength and unity. We have 
a very active Family Spirit which has been in the past and is 
now responsible for many of Xavier's outstanding accomplish· 
ments. Xavier is, for example, quite outstanding among 
American colleges for its active alumni participation. Our 
athletic teams have done reasonably well for a school of our 
size. We have an outstanding choral group, an excellent dra-
matic society, several reputable literary publications, and a 
representative Student Council. Our band takes a. back seat 
to no one in musical quality. Through the Dads Club, our 
fathers have an opportunity to join with us in all of our 
activities be they large or small. They give us our support, 
our counsel, and our moral encouragement. 
The only thing we could use a bit more of is that intan· 
gible quality, that personal pride in ourselves and our univer-
sity. We must develop an even greater sense of unity than we 
have now. We must, each and every one of us, subject our 
personal actions to severe standards of judgement. If we 
would remember that we do not leave our Xavier name tag 
in South Hall, Logan Hall, Brockman Hall, Elet Hall, or any 
other campus building. In a very real sense, every action we 
perform on or off campus has the potentiality of being judged 
a good or bad XAVIER UNIVERSITY ACTION. 
Now we will be the first to admit that criticism is much 
easier to find than just praise. We will also admit that it is 
far more difficult to be positive than negative. We know very 
well, for example, that it is much easier and at times more 
useful to say "no" than "I would not do that" or "would some-
thing else not be more beneficial." 
We also know full well that most people will remember 
the name Harry Gold before they remember Walter Schmidt, 
Tom Musio, Albert Gash, William Albers, and countless other 
outstanding Xavier men. Unfortunately, people remember the 
failures of a group before they even bother to consider the 
merits of such an organization. 
As a means of correcting any minor difficulties which 
may exist and, far more important, as a means of preventing 
future major troubles, we offer the following suggestions: 
Each of us, whether we like it or not, represents something 
much larger than our own personal desires and whims. We 
have a duty to conduct ourselves in a manner befitting Cath-
olic gentlemen. This does not mean that we must cloister 
ourselves or join the W.C.T.U. 
It does mean, however, that we must act in a way that will 
not bring scandal of any type to ourselves, our fellow students 
and our school. We must realize that we have two very power-
ful weapons to use in our war against immaturity. First, by 
our example we can make others feel very, very small when 
they decide to "play baby." Secondly, we can, only if neces-
sary, act as a far greater sanction than any Dean of Men, 
Policeman, Hall Prefect, Parent, or other legitimate authority. 
This does not mean "mob rule," "might makes right," or 
any other kind of misguided justice. This simply means that 
everyone, from the oldest senior to the youngest freshman, 
must know what treatment he will receive if he steps out 
of bounds. Seldom, if ever, would be the occasion which would 
demand a serious show of force. The mere knowledge of the 
consequences would prevent most nonsense. 
As a closing word, we would like to draw a brief picture. 
Imagine, if you can, the fate of an intruder who attempted 
to shatter the reputation of your mother, father, or any mem-
ber of your family. Imagine, also, the penalty which would 
befall a member of your family were he or she to bring 
disgrace to your home. It would, more than likely, be worse 
than that of the former example. Picture, however, the joy 
and power of a united family or organization. Picture the good 
which can be accomplished. This is truly a power with unlim-
ited possibilities. R.G.Q. 
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Sorry Fans! With all of our planning for the Bridge Tourney tomor· 
row we were unable to find time to write a column. We do want to 
remind you though that tomorrow in the Cash Room from 1:30 to 
5:00 the bridge tourney for all XU students will be held. Entrance 
fee is $1.00 per person. Refreshments will be included. 
Music 
Stand 
by .John LopcloD · 
Cincinnati jazz fans get a treat 
next Monday night when the 
Music Committee of U.C.'s Stu· 
dent Union, in cooperation with 
the Musician's Association, pre-
sents a free jazz concert at 8:15 
in Wilson Auditorium on the U.C. 
campus. The concert ls a show-
case for the jazz workshop which 
has been meeting at U.C. through· 
out the winter. 
Over sixty local musicians will 
participate in the concert. Per-
sonnel includes such well-known 
local musicians as Teddy Ray-
more, Bobby Keyes, Lee Stolar, 
Tom Schofield, and Bill Walters 
(formerly lead sax nian for the 
Ralph Marterie orchestra) and 
U.C. and College-Conservatory 
students. Vocal chores will be 
handled by Dayle Sutton, for-
merly of the Lionel Hampton 
band, and Judy James. 
The concert will ·be the debut 
performance of many original 
compositions and arrangements 
done by the workshop partici-
pants. For example, Lee Stolar's 
combo· will present "Even Stev-
en," an original by Lee in honor 
of Dale Stevens of the POST and 
WZIP. 
Providing the music will be a 
19-piece band plus several small-
er combos. The musical director 
of the workshop is Clayton 
"Corky" Mooar of the Cliff Lash 
band. 
Jim Runyon, Dayton dj, will 
emcee the concert and do a 
poetry-to-jazz reading. 
This concert promises to be one 
of the highlights of the month; 
the time is 8:15, Monday, March 
16, in Wilson Auditorium. 
• • • 
Also new around town: Jazz 
Bohemia in St. Bernard is intro-
ducing a new vocal-instrumental 
group Friday night, March 13. 
The quartet will be led by 
Johnny Arvin and will be in the 
Four Freshmen vein with Arvin 
on piano and other members of 
the group playing drums, sax 
and trumpet. 
Jazz Bohemia is open Friday 
and Saturday nights with a $1.00 
admission and reasonably priced 
drinks. 
The excellent Dee Felice Quar-
tet moves from the Rainbow to 
the Blue Angel downtown on 
Walnut Monday night. The group 
will play from 5 to 7 and 9 to 2 
six nights a week. Incidentally, 
Dee's trumpet player, Bill Berry, 
is featured on several tracks of 
a new United Artists LP, "Band 
in Boston," recorded when Bill 
was with the Herb Pomeroy band. 
PLATTER PICKS 
Several of my world-wise 
friends have told me that among 
its many other features, PLAY· 
BOY magazines devotes a lot of 
space to jazz. Be that as it may, 
I do know that Playboy conducts 
an annual jazz poll. After the 
poll - winners a r e determined, 
Playboy issues a two record 
album containing selections by 
each of the winners. The album 
for this year came out a few days 
ago; in it is some top-rate jazz 
listening. 
Almost all the big names in 
jazz are represented-Goodman, 
Brubeck, G a r n er, Armstrong, 
Hampton, Fitzgerald, Sinatra, to 
name just a few. 
This album forms an excellent 
introduction to the many facets 
of jazz; it is especially valuable 
to the beginner who wants to 
hear the many musicians who 
make jazz great. 
Personal favorites in the album 
are a funky drum and bass num· 
ber by Shelly Manne and Ray 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• iSl~K! 
by R. DeVereaas Vuek 
............................... 
The Masque Society has selected TREASURE ISLAND 
as its next production; For all who have forgotten this immor-
tal classic, by Inger Stevenson, let us review the highlights 
of the show. 
There is a dispute as to whom 
the central character is, but I'd 
pick Long John Silver. We all 
remember Long John with his 
glass eye, wooden leg, ulcers, 
halitosis, and multiple personal-
ities. Next is Jim Hawkins. Jim 
is a high strung boy of some 13 
or 13& years; it really doesn't 
matter. His father was also high 
strung for stealing horses. Early 
in the story we see the relation-
ship between Long John and Jim; 
they're natural enemies, like stu-
dents and teachers. The doctor, 
Squire, and Capt. are the tragic 
figures in the play. Each has had 
a bout with John Barley Corn 
and each has lost. Jim's mother 
struggles to keep herself in rum 
and the rooming house operating 
in the black. Black Dog, Pew, 
etc. are the conventional type of 
sailors who carry swords, chew 
tobacco, grumble and psycho-
analyze each other. 
The story opens with Jim 
sneaking a smoke behind his 
mother's boarding house. Be is 
discovered by Capt. Billy Bones 
who promises to clam up for a 
noggin of rum. Jim agrees and 
goes to get the rum. When he 
returns he finds Billy slumped 
over a powder barrel with a 
rather foul looking cutlass in bis 
back. While be is standing there 
laughing, Long John enters. Arter 
a few sadlstlcal jokes, Long John 
and he resolve to avenge the 
murder and to contact the next 
of kin. The curtain closes with 
the two of them singing "Deep 
in the Heart of Texas." 
We'll cut to the last scene be-
cause the rest of the show is ex-
position. In the last scene we see 
Jim tied to a fireplug in the 
middle of a deserted island curs-
ing his fate. Seems that Long 
John has the treasure, the doc-
tor, Squire and Capt. have delir-
ium tremens, his mother has gone 
off with an advertising man, and 
Pew is in the Insurance game. 
When all seems· lost, in wanders 
Ben Gunn. Ben got mixed up 
with a phony Real Estate dealer 
and bought a plot of land in the 
middle of the desert. He's been 
here for three years and likes 
it. No alimony, income taxes, or 
women. This is paradise. He per-
suades Jim to stay and shows 
him the advantages of a simple 
life. Jim, being somewhat simple, 
goes for this and we see the 
seeds of a great friendship and 
happy life begin. In one of thea-
tre's greatest moments, Jim turns· 
to Benn and says, "What ulti-
mately in the real makes it to be 
real?" The curtain closes and the 
people stampede from the thea-
tre. Most of them are SICK. 
''Xavier · Presents'' Offers 
Views Diverse Campus 
by Tony Schmitt 
It might be surprising to Xav-
ier students to learn that the 
university's half-hour television 
show, XAVIER PRESENTS, has 
. a very wide and diversified view-
ing audience. The result of this 
is that the show's moderator, pro· 
ducer and master of ceremonies, 
Fr. John H. Reinke, S.J., ha~ 
gained quite a reputation for 
himself. Whenever he goes can 
be heard whispers such as "That's 
the priest on 'Xavier Presents' " 
and some fans come right up and 
ask, "Haven't I seen you on tele-
vision?" This is certainly gratify-
ing . to the man who puts out 
much time and effort to produce 
an interesting television show 
each week. 
Thus far this season Father 
Reinke has mostly featured mem-
bers of the Xavier faculty who 
have interesting or unusual hob-
bies. Father O'Connor, Fr. O'Cal-
lahan, Dr. Whealan and others 
have appeared on the program 
and Fr. Horrigan, Xavier's debate 
coach, has been in charge of the 
show on a few occasions. 
Last year on the show, Xavier's 
M a s Cl u e Society presented a 
drama, G. B. Shaw's ST. JOAN, 
which was repeated a couple of 
months later by popular demand. 
This year Fr. Reinke plans to 
continue the tradition started 
last year by the Masque Society 
by presenting the student-directed 
one-act plays which were pre-
sented in South Hall a couple of 
Brown; a restrained treatment of 
"Two Sleepy People" by the 
Brubeck Quartet; a Benny Good-
man big-band opus reminiscent 
of Benny's Fletcher Henderson 
originals; and a swinging 3/4 time 
"People Will Say We're in Love" 
by Gerry Mulligan and his group. 
weeks ago. In fact, one of these 
dramas, THE BOOR, directed by 
Rosemary Renner, was presented 
very successfully last Sunday on 
the show. In the coming weeks 
will be seen O'Neil's IN THE 
ZONE, Susan Gaspell's TRIFLES 
and possibly an original ''Dixie" 
McBrayer m e 1 o d r a m a , THE 
FARGO FOOL into which the 
author will incorporate many of 
the works that have made him 
famous. 
The Masque Society, however, 
will not be the only Xavier or-
ganization to appear on the pro-
gram. The Clef Club and the 
band will each make its annual 
appearance some time in April. 
In addition we will see Bellar-
mine's choir, Fr. Wenzel's Fam· 
ily Life Conference and a special 
Easter show. 
In case you haven't been a 
regular viewer of "Xavier Pre· 
sents," you would do yourself 
well to tune in Channel 9, Sun-
days at 3:30 and treat yourself to 
something new and interesting in 
televiewing. You might even 
grow in knowledge of your uni· 
versity. 
Operation Youth 
Xavier's . citizenship training 
program for high school youths, 
"Operation Youth", won its sev· 
enth award from the Freedoms 
Foundation, Valley Forge, Pa., 
February 22. The program re-
ceived a Distinguished Service 
accolade in the Thomas Jefferson 
division of the numerous awards 
made by the foundation to insti· 
tutions and persons for contribu· 
tions to the understanding of 
freedom in the United States. 
John A. Moser, director of the 
development, is • • O per at i on 
Youth" director. 
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Two Mighty Good Men To Know 
22 Years Experience 
MUFF LEIS I RAKES 





MUFFLER MAN-THE-BRAKE MAN 
3858 Montgomery Rd. (Norwood) ME 1-6832 
''World's First Specialized Muffler And Brake Service" 
.............................. 
o.e:.n,..~ 
CB11 Uae A ulhor of" Rall11 Round Uae Flag, Bo11sl "and, 
"Barefoot 8011 will& Cheek.'') 
THE TRUE AND TYPICAL CASE 
OF CHATSWORTH OSCEOLA 
You nil know, of course, that every engineering scniol' is receiv-
ing fabulous offers from dozens of corporations, but do you 
know just how fabulous these offers Ul'C? Do you have uny idea 
how widely the corporations are competing? Let me cite for 
you the true and typical case of Chatsworth Osceola, a tme 
nnd typical senior. 
Chatsworth, walking across the M.I.T. campus one day Inst 
week, was hailed by a man sitting in a yellow convertible 
studded with precious gem stones. "Hello," said the man, "I nm 
Norwalk T. Sigafoos of the Sigafoos Beuring and Bushing Com-
pany. Do you like this car?" 
"Yeah, hey," said Chatsworth. 
"It's yours," said Sigafoos. 
"Thanks, hey," said Chatsworth. 
"Do you like Philip Morris?" said Sigafoos. 
"Of corris," said Chatsworth. 
"Here is a pack," said Sigafoos. "And a new pack will be 
delivered to you at twelve-minute intervnJs every day as long 
as you shall live." 
"Thanks, hey," said Chatsworth. 
"Does your wife like Philip Morris?" said Sigafoos. 
"She would," said Chatsworth, "but I'm not married." 
"Do you want to be?" said Sigafoos. 
"What American boy doesn't?" said Chatsworth. 
Sigafoos pressed a button on the clashbonrcl of his convertible 
and the trunk opened up and out came a nubile muiden with 
brolden hair, ftnwlcss features, a perfect dispositjon, nncl the 
appendix alreudy removed~ "This is Laurel Geduldig," said 
Sigafoos. "Would you like to marry her?" 
' l6 (!er appeudix out.? I 
4
'ls her appendix out?" said Chatsworth. 
"Yes," said Sigafoos 
"Okuy, hey," said Chatsworth. 
"Congratulations," said Sigafoos. "And for the hnppy bride, 
a p11ck of Philip Morris every twelve minutes for the rest of 
her life." 
"Thunks, hey," snid Laurel. 
"Now then," said Sigafoos to Chatsworth, "let's get clown 
to business. My company will start you at $45,000 a year. You 
will retire at full salary upon reaching the nge of 26. When you 
stnrt work, we will give you a three-story house m11de of bullion, 
complete with o. French Provincial swimming pool. We will 
provide sitter service for all your children until they are sufely 
through puberty. We will keep your teeth in good rcp11ir, und 
11lso the teeth of your wife and children unto the third genera-
tion. We will send your dentist a pack of Philip Morris every 
twelve minutes as long as he shnll Iive ... Now, son, I want you 
to think carefully about this offer. Meanwhile, here is ten 
thousand dollurs in small, unmarked bills, which places you 
under no obligation whatsoever." 
"It certuinly seems like a fair offer," snid Chatsworth. "But 
there is something you should know. I nm not an engineer. In 
fact, I don't go to l\'I.I.T. at all. I am a poetry major at Harvard. 
I just came over here on a bird walk." 
''Oh," suid Sigafoos. 
"I guess I don't get to keep the money and the convertible 
and Laurel now, do I?" said Chatsworth. 
''Of course you do," said Sigafoos. "And if you'd like the job, 
my oti'cr still stands." e mv. MaaSbuJmu 
• • • 
Speaking of engineer•. the Phlllp Morris company make• a 
tilter cigarette t11at'• engineered to please tlle moll diacern· 
inf of /liter •moker•-Marlboro, the cigarette with better 




'Midst the flurry of one Dixie 
McBrayer's picture-taking, Stu-
dent Council ran into ·a· bit of 
confusion. But, posing and snap-
ping complete, roll was called to 
the absence of Ron Bosken and 
Dave Guenther. Mr. Bosken now 
claims two absences and three 
excused absences; it is Mr. Guen-
ther's first . 
In his President's Report, Mr. 
Schneider had several points 
concerning elections: next week 
the chairmen of elections will be 
appointed; elections will take 
place the last week in April; 
those elected will take office the 
second week of May. 
Mr. William Lamey was ap-
pointed chairman of the new 
activity tabulation commltte,. 
This has to do with the activity 
forms which seniors fill out, and 
which are of much use to pros-
. pective employers. The system 
has been found wanting in the 
past, and it is the intent of Mr. 
Lamey's committee to do what-
ever can be done to improve 
these forms, either for this year 
or for the next. 
The Detroit Club was congrat-
ulated for paying to the Univer-' 
sity of Detroit twenty dollars for 
damages which occurred there. 
Treasurer Ed Schmidt reported 
that the Sailing Club has repaid 
its $200 loan. The Senior Week 
budget is still being worked on. 
The Committee on Active Mem-
bership, set up two weeks ago to 
study the (non)-attendance of 
members, made the following 
recommendations: 1) the attend-
ance or lack thereof be published 
in the News, as has been done; 
2) there be an evaluation of 
members in council by members 
(still pending); 3) the constitu-
tion be amended to be more 
stringent on slackers (this to be 
taken up next week). 
The student directories are 
moving slowly, but freshman 
officers will make a greater 
effort in the coming week to sell 
them, and those left over will be 
taken by Mr. Odoardi to be sold 
at girls' schools. There was no 
final financial report. 
Mr. George Haas gave the 
report on the Training School of 
Catholic Leadership. The day was 
a huge success in every aspect; 
attendance was remarkable, in 
view of the weather. 525 dele-
gates from Notre Dame, St. 
Mary's (South Bend), St. Eliza-
beth in Dayton, Mundelein, Day-
ton, Detroit, and many others 
attended. All Catholic Cincinnati 
high schools were represented, as 
well as several out - of - town 
S<:hools. 
Under old business, the Student 
Council awards (council mugs) 
were settled; they are to go to 
all class officers and chairmen, 
Father Ratterman, S.J., and three 
or four specials. The cost will be 
about forty dollars less than last 
year, as the dies are already cast. 
The twenty-five dollars for the 
bridge tourney prizes was ap-
proved. The bridge tourney, in-
cidentally, will take place this 
Saturday in the Cash Room. 
A few points from last week's 
meeting: Messrs. Tom Frank and 
Bob Mallardi were appointed co-
chairmen of broadcasting person-
nel for WCXU. Mr. Ed Doyle was 
appointed council parliamentar-
ian, to replace the recently-re-
signed Steve Sexton. The walk-
way project from Tibbal Lot 
(next to Brockman Playfield), 
which was initiated by council, 
has been taken over by the Main-
tenance Department, and will 
come under their budget. And 
lastly, it· was pointed out that 
the primary purpose of the For-
eign Student Forum is NOT that 
9f publicity and the like, but, 
rather, the benefit of the foreign 
students. The publicity, said 
President Schneider, is com-
pletely secondary, though cer-
tainly not to be overlooked, if the 
Forum is to be a success. 
Peeping Toms? 
The activity e as t of the 
Armory a week ago Friday was 
not a growp of peeping toms, 
but rather it was the ROTC 
junior class taking a performance 
test in the use and operation of 
the aiming circle. The aiming 
circle is an instrument used in 
artillery fire control. The advance 
course students were putting 
into practice the skills learned 
in the classroom. Members are 
now studying artillery gunnery. 
... === = = = ti. 5!ie!Ei ====· 
Too Important To Forget-
The tremendous value of milk as a natural 
energy restoring food makes it an essential 
II. \'llLLEH UAIRY ec.)., INC. 
in every student's diet. 
656 East McMillan WOodburn 1-2474 
eer= r:;: r=r=r=r=e e ==r 
·----~ - - - -- .. - - -- .,r'"_ - ---, 
I 4~'* YEAR IN EUROPE : •aW.~ Two semester Study-Travel Program for under· 
t ~- graduates. Students take English taught courses 
I ·~ at the University of Vienna and live in Austrian 
I ~J ._ homes. Includes 2 months of travel through f 
I ~"f,· countries on three Study Tours. 
: Total Coats $2080 
I
ll Price Includes: Ocean transportation, room, boord, tuition --=-'• and travel. D•PGrt from U.S. on SS ltndam, 1allln9 
S.pt•mb•r '· 1959. A#llcetlM OlfldU,,.: 1utte IS, ltff 
INSTITUTI OF IUIOPIAN STUDllS I 35 E. WACKER • . CHICAGO 1, ILL 
·1 SIND THIS 
,..... COUPON 
I......, TODAY POI 
I DRAILID 




by J. Ward Doering, 
XU News Associate Editor 
With basketball tournament 
time approaching, this week's 
question seemed fitting. The 
question was: "Do you think Mis-
sissippi State should or should 
not be allowed to go to the NCAA 
Tournament? If you were a stu-
dent at that school, what would 
you do and say about the mat-
ter?" 
Freshman Dale Bennie, a grad-
uate of Cleveland St. Ignatius 
who lives in 
~r~::~~ !~11\'1:,,;f I 
go '1 they'<~.': ........  the top team in \. · · · ,,., .. ::· " 
their confer- · .. · 
ence, because · Bennie .. __ _ 
the NCAA is 
supposed to be a tournament of 
the championship squads around 
the country. If I were a student 
there I think I'd complain 
through the official student voice 
about the fact that the adrrUn-
istration won't allow the team to 
attend." 
Sophomore Ben Fitzgerald, a 
native of Nashville, Tennessee 
who trans-
f~\s:::·::\;~;·:s .. \·LI ~~r::i ~~s;~~ 
'"':'"""''"······:· ... ·College put 1t t{;;S~!}; '\it~fo{tJ::i}~\: ~~~ n :ayt: h e·~ 
· :~;:-;,: ·;i'. should go. They 
"" won their con-
Fitzgerald ference champ-
ionship and so 
have the right to •JO. If I were 
a student there, I'd go on strike 
or participate in some demonstra-
tion to protest the school's policy 
of racial discrimination in ath-
letics." 
Junior Howard Hoek of Chev-
iot, a graduate of Elder High 
School who is 
in the Ad-
vanced ROTC, 
was of the 
s a m e general 
opinion: "I'd 
say they should 
be invited. 
They proved to Bock 
be champions 
in their league and earned 
a berth in the NCAA, and have 
an All-American on their team. 
If I were a student there I'd draw 
up a petition, but what the presi-
dent says goes, and there's noth-
ing you can do about it. But as 
president of an institution of 
learning, he should be reasonable 
enough to consider the welfare 
of the school and the team and 
leave the problem of segregation 
out of sports." 
Senior Bob Nawalanlec, an 
HAB who belongs to the Ad-
. vanced Corps 
ROTC, Per-
shing Rifles, 
Clef Club, and 
French C 1 u b, 
_ ., . .,. . took a few 
·'.~;·z~fr..~- minutes from 
'•"" .. ,,.)...'~""' 'l~ ' ~-.. t.511-i his busy sched-N~walanlec ··""""' ule to say: "If 
. they have mer-
ited a berth in the tourna-
ment, they should be allowed 
to go. If I were a student at Mis-
sissippi State, and if I were 
opposed to the school's segrega-
tionist policies, I would make 
sure that my opinion about the 
matter was made known. After 
all, a few bigots have no right 
to set a policy contrary to the 
wishes of the majority." 
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''The Blame Must Rest With M '' a· J • . e --- 1g 1m 
Team Speed Ciled By 
~f cCa//erty As Factor 
Most Lacking In Club 
(Continued from Page 1) 
A. If this season was a "poor 
showing" then the blame, as 
always, rests with me. 
Q. Some observers attribute the 
Musketeers' record to a lack 
of firmness on your part. Do 
you consider this a just 
charge? 
A. No outside observer can judge 
these matters. Only the team 
and the staff fully know 
these matters. This question 
of firmness arises only after 
disciplinary action has been 
taken. 
Q. What single thing do you feel 
was most lacking in this 
year's team? 
A. Overall team speed and the 
misfortune of meeting teams 
who had their hottest night 
of shooting all season against 
us. 
No 50% Shooting 
Q. How do you reconcile Xav-
ier's fine play in the NIT 
with this season's results? 
A. Fundamentally I feel that this 
year's team played better than · 
we played in the NIT, how-
ever, we did not enjoy the 
plus 50% shooting from the_ 
field that we had in the NIT. 
Q. Would you attribute this 
year's showing to a lack of 
desire on the team's part? If 
so, would you consider it 
your fault not to be able to 
instill this desire? 
A. After Sunday's win over Day-
ton, is there any question to 
Xavier's team spirit and de-
sire ever having been lacking? 
No Rebound Problem 
Q. How do you account for the 
fact that a taii Xavier team 
was consistently out-rebound-
ed? 
A. We were never "consistently" 
out-rebounded. Final records 
prove we were out-rebounded 
only by a total of 50 rebounds 
in 25 games, two a game. In 
our last six games we played 
without the leading rebound-
er on the team. One must 
remember that of our three 
rebounders throughout the 
season, two were playing 
their first year of varsity ball. 
Q. Did the double high post prove 
infeasible? 
A. Did the double high post 
prove infeasible in last year's 
NIT? 
No Slow Play 
Coach Mccafferty At Practice With Guard Al Gundrum 
Miami and Dayton provide 
any particular hopes for next 
year? 
A. Yes, the final two victories 
Muskies Finish 
provide a fine start for next 
season. 
Q. What developments during the 






by Ron Koch 
The Xavier Musketeers finished a rather disappointing 
season Sunday night in a last flare of glory as they downed 
the Dayton Flyers 71-69 at the Cincinnati Gardens. The game 
marked the most spectacular comeback of the year for the 
Muskies. 
Down by 10 points after the 
first half, and trailing 51-38 after 
five minutes of the second half, 
the game looked as if Xavier 
had run out of gas. But the 
never-say-die Muskies, led by 
four straight steals from Dayton 
cagers by Ducky Castelle and 
the inspirational hand of co-
captain Hank Stein, stunned the 
Flyers by knotting the score at 
62-62 with minutes to go. 
Three minutes to play, Dayton 
once again had assumed the lead 
67-66 and began to slow the play 
down. The ensuing scramble for 
the ball resulted in a Dayton 
foul. 
had a glimmer of hope when Bob 
Jones was fouled with two sec-
onds left. The one shot foul was 
purposely missed, but to no 
avail as it ·bounded sharply off 
the rim, away from the players. 
The victory left the Musketeers 
with a 12-13 record for the sea-
son. 
Stein, with 17 points, finished 
his college career with one of his 
best performances of the year, 
offensively as well as defensively. 
"Old Reliable" Joe Viviano had 
15 points, seven big ones in the 
last hectic five minutes. Q. Why did you institute a slow-down style of play at Xavier, 
in lieu of the Musketeers' fine 
success with the fast-break 
before you came? 
A. The slow-down style of play 
has not been a part of our 
offensive attack since my 
arrival at Xavier. Daily our 
working p r o g r am includes 
drills in fast break. Records 
in the past three years also 
prove that we are shooting 
the same number of shots a 
game as Xavier did before 
I arrived i.e. 1956-57 Xavier 
averaged 73 shots a game. 
1957-58 Xavier averaged 73 
shots a game. 1958-59 Xavier 
averaged 72 shots a game. 
The whole of Xavier's team, 
bench and fans, thought Stein 
should shoot the bonus situation; 
but the officials gave the ball to 
Ron Nicolai. Lanky' "Nie" calmly 
made the sbot and added the 
bonus to -put Xavier on top for 
The game saw all five Xavier 
seniors as starters-Stein, Joe 
Viviano, Jim Putoff, Jim Dent-
inger, and Leo Phillips. 
The sensational defensive play 
of Xavier in the second half 
caused the comeback. Dayton 
chalked up its first half lead on 
17 free throws, but the Flyers 
•Jained but four points via the 
charity line after intermission. 
No Dim Future 
Q. On paper would you consider 
next year's team, bolstered 
by one of the finest freshmen 
teams Xavier has had, poten-
tially better than this year's 
team? 
A. We are very proud of the 
success of this year's fresh-
men team. We truly hope that 
they can continue next year 
to represent Xavier's fine 
basketball tradition. 
Q. Did the flnal vlctorln over 
good. . 
Trailing 71-69, the Flyers still 
For Meal1 at Home ••• 
For Lunch•• at Wor~ Of' School ... 
;G.J..&. 
HOMOGENIZm MU QUALITY ~ OIEICD 
(with Vitamin D) ICE CREAM 
1My can't be beat a1 Heallhful Food 
md Refreshing 0.1 .. rtl .At your Favorite 
food Storel For Home Delivery call CHerry 
1-lllO, or ask your French-Bauer driverl 
~ I& I -- .., MODUCft llCI ·-.._._..._,.I .. ,, ..... _..,.,._,,..,,_,,.. 
"All De/eats Painful, 
All Wins Gratifying," 
Comments X Mentor 
pleasant'! 
A. The fine development of our 
sophomores (Ron Nicol a i , 
Charlie Phillips, Jim Haffner 
and Ed Tepe) and the' poise 
of our juniors (Ducky Cas-
telle, Al Gundrum and Bill 
Middendorf). 
Q. What victory was most grat-
ifying? 
A. All twelve. 
Q. What defeat was the most 
painful? 
A. All defeats are "painful." 
Q. Did the freshmen team im-
press you? 
A. Yes. I feel that Coach Ruberg 
and Coach Del Conte did an 
outstanding job of coaching. 
An Interest In Victory 
Q. Because they have proven 
adept at the runnJng game, 
do you think you might carry 
that over next year when 
these Freshmen are sopho-
mores? Cincinnati people are 
so conscious of a speed-up 
attack. 
A. This question was answered 
in questions 9, 10 and 15. 
However, I will add this: I 
do not feel that Cincinnati 
people are interested only in 
speed-up basketball, but, like 
fans all over the nation, are 
interested in winning. 
Bowling Notebook 
MONDAY RESULTS-
Jerry Lukowitz 211 - 201 - 600 
(high game and series); Carlo 
Mastropaolo 196-546; Jim Dusa-
blon 192-544; Joe Sida 193-534; 
Bob Seery 198-529; C I a y ton 
Schnetzer 188-528; Tim McGhee 
176-503. 
STANDINGS-
Bridesmalds 144-l; Four Duds 
13-2; Gutter Dusters 13-2; Ball 
Busters 7-8; Moonshiners &i-Bi; 
Scrubs J6-9; Four-Baggers 5-10; 
Four X's 4-11; Leprechauns 4-11; 





Playing one of the finest games 
of his career, Hank Stein bucketed 
17 points against the Dayton 
Flyers Sunday night at the Gar-
den and \Von himself the season's 
·final Musketeer of the Week 
award. Henry's aggressive play, 
both on offense and defense, was 
characteristic of the play that 
won him last year's final Mus-
keteer of the Week honor. Unless 
he's beaten out at the last 
moment, Stein bas also won the 
nation's free throw percentage 
crown with his mark of .860. 
r • • •• •• 
·THE SH IR T 
LAUNDRY 
3616 Montgomery Road 
EVANSTON 
One Block South of Dam 
A Few Blocks Nortb 
Of The Dormt 
Bachelor Senlee 
Fluff Dry llandl• 
4 BOUR SERVICE 
Weather-All 
When the weather turns 
brisk, turn up the 2-button 
collar. As in all sportswear 
made by HIS, here is a 
splendid combination of 
functionalism and style. 
$8.95 to $10.95, in wash-
able fabrics. At youthful-
minded men's shops. 
L---------------
available at both . 
Gentry Shops 
TWO CONVENIENT 




• • at both locatiom • • 
GArfield 1·1900 
ELmhunt 1·3ZZO 
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lntramurals Little Mriskies Close At 15-1 
A nine-point performance by 
Tom Gonnella, three more points 
than he scored last fall against 
the UC Bearcats in Nippert 
Stadium, paced the Connaughtons 
to a 39-38 victory over the 
Gordons for the IM cage cham-
pionship. 
"Fabulous Frosh" Grab Little Valley Title 
CHAMPIONSHIP GAME BOX 
SCORE: 
Connaughtons (39) fg ft tp 
Cowell ................................ 2 3 '1 
Connaughton .................... 1 o 2 
Baxter .................................. 2 O 4 
O'Neill ................................ 2 4 8 
Gonnella .............................. 3 3 9 
Terry .................................... o o o 
Paxton ................................ O o o 
Sullivan .............................. 3 o 6 
Jacobs .. :............................... 1 1 3 
by Andy Warren 
What a difference one player 
can make! 
Jim Enright scored 23 points 
as the Xavier Frosh downed Day-
ton Sunday night by 13, 87-74. 
He was absent when Dayton won 
by nine, 76-67, earlier in the 
season. Thus, his presence made 
up the 22-point difference by one. 
Enrlght's outburst, coupled with 
Bill Kirvin's team-leading 27 and 
Jack Thobe's 19, propelled the 
Little l\luskies of Coach Don 
Ruberg to the mythical cham-
pionship of the Little Valley 
"freshman conference." 
Final Slate 15-1 
The J u n i o r Muskies, who 
Totals ................................ 14 11 39 avenged their only defeat in the 
Gordons (38> fg ft tp 
Keefe .................................... O o O 
Hannon ................................ 2 4 8 
Feld ...................................... '1 6 20 
Stagnard ............................ 2 O 4 
Stelzer ................................ 2 o 4 
process, finished the season with 
a 15-1 mark. They were 4-1 in 
the Little Valley, holding wins 
over Dayton, Cincinnati, and 
Miami twice. 
19 rebounds in the 78-65 win over 
a good Little Mickeys club. 
Kirvin hit 14 of 19 shots and 
his personal high for the season 
with 32 points as the Muskies 
toppled Cincinnati Gas & Elec-
tric 94-55. 
Kfrvin hit 11 of 13 and 23 
points in the 70-47 win over 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. 
T·hobe grabbed 17 rebounds. 
Kirvin Hits 23 
A good National Cash Register 
club was blitzed 98-68 as Kirvin 
scored 23 to top the Yearlings' 
top scoring effort of the season. 
Thobe bucketed 22 in the 63-40 
victory over Glendale. 
Dick Strobel hit a free throw 
with 16 seconds left to clinch a 
65-64 win over Miami. Kirvin 
had 20, Enright 19 and Frank 
Pinchback 18; Thobe, Pinchback 
and Antil collared H rebounds 
each. 
Pinchback Stars Kain .................................... 102 
A quick rewrite of the season, 
game by game: 
Enright scored 17 to pace the Kirvin's 27 went for naught as 
Totals ................................ 14 10 38 87-48 win over Aeronca in the the Frosh suffered their only 
SEMIFINAL RESULTS: season opener. Jer.ry Anti! cleared loss, falling 76-67 at Dayton. 
Connaughtons 49, Bugs 47 16 rebounds. Pinchback, who scored 18, 
Gordons 49, Rats 43 Thobe drilled 24 and captured blocked a shot with six seconds 
~~~~~~--~~----------~----~.,..........-,.~-..,....~~---:_ 
Final 1958-59 Xavier Varsity Basketball Statistics 
GS GP MIN AVG FGA FGM PCT FTA FTM PCT RED PLAYER 
Joe Viviano .................................. 25 25 933 37.3 378 162 . .429 124 101 .815 244 
Hank Stein .................................. 18 23 692 30.1 272 114 .419 100 86 .860 51 
Ducky Castelle ............................ 15 23 528 22.9 261 89 .341 85 54 .635 86 
Al Gundrum ................................ 10 23 419 18.2 174 65 .374 62 40 .645 38 
Ron Nicolai .................................. 22 25 700 28.0 170 61 .359 72 ·31 .503 245 
Charlie Phillips .......................... 10 24 391 16.3 162 55 .340 52 31 .596 118 
Im Puthoff 
································ 
2 21 256 12.2 67 20 .298 41 27 .658 53 
im Haffner ................................ 0 13 119 9.1 32 18 .563 11 '1 .636 19 
Im Dentlnger ............................ 2 10 83 8.3 22 8 .364 10 6 .600 10 
eo Phllllps ................................ 1 5 32 6.4 14 4 .286 0 0 .000 2 
left to give the X-Men a 74-73 
win over the heralded Cincinnati 
frosh. Enright led scorers with 
20 as the Xavier frosh hit 49 
percent of their shots. 
. Kirvin tabbed 18 to pace win 
No. 2 over Glendale, 70-55. 
Enright notched 23 as the Mus-
Ides fought off the troublesome 
Villa Madonna Frosh 85-75. 
Thobe Tops Scorers 
Thobe's 26 and Kirvin's 21 
sparked a 79-69 win over Villa 
Madonna 16 days later. 
Kirvin scored 23 in an 88-78 
win over AAU kingpin Sweeney 
Autos. 
Enright canned 22 as the Frosh 
downed Middletown Armco 86-69. 
The Muskies cleared 74 rebounds, 
17 of them ThO'be's. 
Kirvin's 21 led win No. 2 over 
the Miami Frosh, 73-58. 
BULLETIN 
BOARD 
A volleyball tournament begins 
Wednesday, March 18. Entries 
must be in by Monday, March 16 
at · Coach Ruberg's office. See 
bulletin boards for details. 
AVG PF FO PTS AVG 
9.7 58 2 425 17.0 
2.3 64 3 314 13.'1 
3.7 46 1 232 10.1 
1.6 23 0 170 7.4 
9.8 91 '1 160 6.8 
4.9 58 3 141 5.9 
2.5 36 0 67 3.2 
1.5 21 0 43 3.3 
1.0 11 0 22 2.2 





Another Feather ... 
TUXEDO 
RENTAL 
. LANDEN, LTD. · 
635 Vine St. 
PArkway 1-7345 
- - - - - - - - - -
CHICO'S 
I 
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6.5 '1 1 .142 2 
5.2 2 0 .000 1 
1 .500 2 o.5 1 0 3 0.8 I 1l 0 .000 4 1.0 5 0 0 0.0 FOOD 
ich Piontek•• ............................ 18 19 581 30.6 178 58 .326 53 34 .641 200 10.5 59 1 150 7.7 ,1 I 
icky Jannott• • .......................... 3 12 185 15.4 58 22 .380 21 12 .571 15 1.3 13 0 56 4.7 ) 3632 MONTGOMERY Rb. I 
om Malone•• ............................. 0 8 34. 4.3 18 7 .388 0 0 .ooo 5 0.6 4 0 14 1.'1 ) 2 Minutes Fr..,m Xavier I 
AVIER ........................................ 125 x 
0 
125 5000 40.0 1815 684 .377 634 437 
I 
.686 1092 43.7 489 17 1805 '72.2 1 <One Block South of Dana> I 
PPONENTS .............................. 125 25 5000 40.0 1738 689 .396 681 480 .705 1133 45.3 455 14 1858 '14.3 1' 
c OMPLETE GAMES: Viviano 13; Stein 3; Piontek 4; Nicolai 3; Castelle 3: Gundrum 2 IEffenon 1-9181 
• No Longer With Team TEAM REBOUNDS: XAVIER 236 - OPPONENTS 117 11 - - - ------ -• 
Do Yau Think for Yourself? ( TAKE THIS TEST )· AND FIND OUT I e;tc 
~~ 1. Does it bother you to admit that you YESD NOD ft 111 haven't read a very popular book? 
5. Do you often fall short of cash seve!al YES D NOD 
days before your pay or allowance IS 
scheduled to come throu~? . 
. 
~ •• A  2. Do you think there are degrees of YES D NOD ~ cheating in a game or examination? 6. When you're driving, do you like to be first getting away from a 
stop light about to change? 
3. Are there certain foods you feel 
sure you'd dislike without having 
ever tried them? 
Y•sONoD 
7. Would you be reluctant to learn a 
new sport in the presence of friends 
who were experts? 
4. Would you be seriously concerned to v••D NOD 
read in your horoscope that catastrophe 
would befall you tomorrow? .. 
8. Have you found it to be personally 
true that "a man's best friend 
is his dog"?. 
9. Do you believe your choice YES D NO o 
of a filter cigarette 
should be based on hearsay ? 
If you're the kind of per~on who thinks for 
yourself, then choosing a cigarette will be 
based on a careful study of the facts-not 
on quick decisions. 
Men and women who think for them-
selves usually smoke VICEROY. Their good 
judgment tells them there's only one ciga-
rette with a thinking man's filter and a 
smoking man's taste. And that cigarette is 
VICEROY. 
*If you've answered "NO" to eight out of 
the nine questions above, 11ou really think 
for yourself! e111111,Btowa•w1111am-Tobacco~ 
YEsONoO 
vEsONoO 
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The News Salutes 
The Seniors Of The Week 
by Larry Borne 
Dan Brislane-Debater 
Xavier's Debating Club has risen from relative obscurity 
to a position as one of the better known clubs in the country. 
One of the top men in the club is its president, Dan Brislanc. 
A graduate of St. Ignatius -. --.----------
High School in Chicago, Mr. W1tte1:'ocrg for these debates. 
Brislane has been in the club And m the past two years he 
for four years. He has been on has been on the team for Xavier's 
the "first team" of two for the own Marx Debate tournament. 
past two years and has competed l\'lr. Brislanc rates the trip to 
at college tournaments all over West Point as the best, for this 
the country. Dan has travelled is really considered the number 
to schools of Denver, Miami, one tournament in the country. 
West Point, Northwestern, Uni- Xavier was the first Ohio school 
versity of Kentucky, William & to go in five years and will be 
Mary, Ohio State, Dension and competing at the Butler elimina-
tions the 21st a11d 22nd of this 
month for a second trip. 
Dan is also a member of the 
Tau Kappa Alpha speech frater-
nity; he feels his over all speech 
exercise has helped him win a 
recent honor. 
This honor is a Woodrow Wil-
son fellowship recently awarded 
him. This award includes a $1500 
grant and tuition expenses for 
Mr. Brislane to acquire his 
Masters and Doctors degrees in 
English at Northwestern. Dan 
has been an HAB student at 
Xavier and the broad background 
he received in this program 
The Ylhole is equal 
to the sum of its parts 
( Bttt some of its parts are more eq11al than others I) 
Even Euclid had to admit ... 
ltS whats MP- front 
that counts 
Euclid proved that a straight 
line is the shortest distance 
between two points. And if 
you'll walk a straight line to the 
nearest pack of Winstons, you'll 
find it the shortest distance to 
a really enjoyable smoke. It's 
the tobacco up front that makes 
the difference and that's where 
Winston packs its own exclusive 
Filter-Blend-a special selection 
of light, mild tobacco, specially 
processed for filter smoking. 
You'll find Filter-Blend gives 
Winston a flavor without paral· 
lei .. In fact, it's axiomatic that ..• 
WINSTON TASTES GOOD, LIKE A CIGARETTE SHOULD I 
II. J. RIYllOLDI TOIACCO CO., WlllsTOll•IALlll, ii,C, 
greatly helped him get this 
honor. He will graduate cum 
laude in June. 
Mr. Brislane is a cadet Major 
in the ROTC program at XU and 
will go on six months' active 
duty next February. He hopes to 




At the south end of Alumni 
Building there is a new award 
plaque. Although · few students 
realize it, this award is one of 
the most notable honors Xavier 
has received in the past few 
years. 
It is the Haskin and Sells Foun-
dation A ward in Ae<:ounting won 
by George Castrucci. The award 
is significant, for George is the 
first Xavier student to win it 
and he makes XU one of the few 
small local colleges to cop it. Mr. 
Oastrucci was awarded the honor 
on the basis of his past academic 
achievement-his over-all aver-
age in general and his accounting 
grades in particular. The honor 
carries with it a $500 scholarship 
grant for further study. 
George is a graduate of Roger 
Bacon High School and is now 
in the BSBA course, majoring, 
naturally, in accounting. His chief 
activity at Xavier for all four 
years has been the Accounting 
Society; he is president of the 
club this year. George works now 
in a public accounting office and 
will continue there after gradua-
tion. 
Mr. Castrucci says the account-
ing society limits most of its time 
to pertinent activities and few 
social gatherings. Its candidate 
was elected Homecoming Queen 
this fall but most of its time was 
taken up by regular meetings 
featuring speakers from account-
ing and business fields. The club 
affords a great opportunity for 
pla.cement for all those interested 
in business. Xavier students seem 
to realize this, for the member-
ship has jumped from about 13 
to 50 in the past year. 
George also attempted to or· 
ganize a political party with 
Terry Lautenbach and Kenneth 
Schneider recently but the proj-
ect failed. He will marry Miss 
Louise Rieckhoff in June; he may 
attend Evening College next Sep-
tember to get his Masters in 
Business Administration. 
Busy XU Band 
Grows Busier 
by Frank Bµlefeld 
The XU-Dayton game, played 
last Sunday night, marked the 
closing of the regular basketball 
season. For the XU Band, this 
was a busy and important season. 
The band's half-time perfor-
mances were televised locally 
several times, and coast-to-<:oast 
once. 
For the band, the end of the 
basketball season is the begin-
ning of the concert season. This 
is far from a slacking-off period 
for band members, as the direc-
tor, Gil Maringer, could tell you. 
"In the number of appearances," 
said Gil, "the second semester ls 
as busy as the first." 
Before it is ready for the 
Honor Day's Convocation or the 
annual Family Day Concert, the 
band has many rehearsals to 
undergo. There is the ROTC 
Band to prepare. And there are 
various occasions and duties aside 
from the regular ones. 
Recently, for example, Gil 
Maringer was the guest conductor 
and adjudicator at the Catholic 
High School Band Festival at 
John Carroll University. There, 
he directed and appraised twelve 
complete bands-eight hundred 
and thirty-four musicians. 
The concert season is also the 
period in which the band recruits 
new members. Gil asks that any 
students interested in joining the 
band next September go over, at 
any time, to the band office to be 
interviewed. 
She's. the queen· of the campus, and of 
courlie she favors you know what ••• 
the cold crisp taste of.Coca-Cola. She 
knows that anytime, everywhere, Co'e is 
the real refreshment. We don't say that 
the .secret of her success is Coca-Cola 
• •• but it helps! 
BE REALLY REFRESHED ••• HA.VE A COKBI 
Bottled under authority of The Coca·Cola Company br 
THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY 
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The Night Side of The News EVENING COLLEGE EDITORIAL by Jim Vorwoldt, XUEC Editor Last Sunday, I watched the last of a two part series on 
the "Generation Without a Cause" on Prudential's "Twentieth 
Century." This show tried to present a cross-section of the 
average college youth of today. The research was done with 
some students from Rutgers University, a typical American 
college. Throughout both shows, they interviewed various 
students to obtain their ideas on life. The last show centered 
on a member of that precious minority that is not looking 
forward to a life in a split-level home occupied by a functional 





'l'hr.ee instructors of the Eve-
ning College are currently con-
ducting radio and television 
programs. Dr. Joseph Link, Jr. 
reports the "Economics of the 
Russian. State" at 7: 15 on Tues-
day evenings over WLW radio, 
and Dr. Thomas J. Hailstones 
reviews "Current Economic Prob-
lems" at 7: 15 on •Friday evenings 
over the same station. 
Dr. Gerald E. Harriman has 
been moderating the Xavier 
University Educational TV series 
during the .past two weeks. His 
subject has been "Consumers 
and Investments" which will 
again be discussed this Sunday, 
March 15, at 9:30 over WLW-T, 
channel 5. The television series 
will continue through April 26. 
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Chili & Spaghetti, 
Coney Islands - 2 for 25t 
With Beans, Cheese and Onions 
Cat WILDROOT 
CREAM·OIL Charlie! 
Third Floor Discovery 
E.C. P1·oud Of Fine Lib1·ary 
by Pat Oates 
Did you know that you have a 
library of your very own right 
here in the Evening College? 
Yes, believe it or not, you have 
here a source of information for 
your term paper·s, research work, 
homework, or just for your ordi-
nary pleasure. 
Here are a few facts about our 
library: it is located on the third 
floor and consists of two rooms-
a reading room and a check-out 
room. To borrow a book you must 
be a student of the Evening Col-
lege and must sign at the desk 
with our librarians, Miss Sylvia 
Naish or Mr. James Curtiss. A 
book may be taken out for two 
weeks. and, if necessary, may be 
renewed after that time. The 
library . is open nightly from 
6:00 p.m. to 8:45 p.m. 
Our library has a wonderful 
collection of fiction, religious 
works, encyclopedias, books on 
business, taxation, accounting, 
philosophy, ethies, languages and 
on many more subjects. It also 
has a number of rare books on 
the early history ot: Cincinnati. 
Two of these are "Playmates of 
the Towpath" by Charles Ludwig 
and "What's Doing in Cincinnati" 
published in 1919, explaining the 
many places of interest in Cin-
cinnati at that time. 
The library maintains current 
issues of TIME, LIFE, HARVARD 
BUSINESS NEWS, and various 
Catholic periodicals. Many of 
these are given to the library by 
various individuals; the remain-
der, of course, are ascertained 
through the library budget. 
l\liss Naish, who has been one 
of our librarians since 1956, 
stresses the fact that the reading 
room adjoining the library is an 
excellent place to study. She 
states, "It is a very quiet place 
to come before class to catch up 
on one's reading. Stmlents should 
come in to browse and to get 
acquainted with the library. 
l\lany of our evening students do 
not even know that a library is 
available to them." 
Mr. Curtiss, who works in the 
government and business section 
of the Cincinnati Public Library, 
comes to our library three nights 
a week to relieve Miss Naish, 
who works the other two. He 
thinks that our library is very 
adequate and encourages the stu-
dents to make use of it, especially 
for i·esearch work. 
So, make it a point to drop in 
our library, even if it is just to 
browse; see how many new ad-
ventures will open before your 
eyes. 
81umrin1'1 Ph1rm11y 
The Drug Store Closest To 
Xavier University 
MEirose 1-3708 
3618 Montgomery Road 
The majority of college students wish only to conform to 
the secure ideal American way. Yet the fact is that this stereo-
type philosophy has only appeared in the more recent years 
of our nation's history. Once our nation was composed of 
persons filled with a pioneering spirit which they used in all 
the facets of their everyday life; thus, we have seen marvelous 
advances in the last fifty years; now, however, it seems that 
the only inventive and energetic persons left are a few scholars 
and a handful of research scientists. Also, charity seems to 
have fled only to be replaced by automatic Sunday alms giving. 
The mass of America doesn't wish to risk anything. Comfort, 
security, and boredom seem to be the ultimate ends of their 
dreary lives. Thus the college youth of today is interested in 
a practical education; he thinks only conforming thoughts; if 
his thoughts are radical, he feels guilty. In religion he seeks 
one that will satisfy his social aspirations rather than one 
that would satisfy the longings of his much abused soul. 
The average student believes only in stark realism; many 
express their inability to comprehend any decent idea of God. 
All else that transcends the material plane is left to the philos-
ophers and religious. His life is composed of relatively false 
values based on mere base human experience. No wonder that 
he feels that there is no reason to life and death, if he can't 
understand beyond his mortal senses. 
This is what the average American student seems to 
believe; however, if we follow, we too will soon degenerate 
into a state closely resembling that of a communistic existence. 
Democracy and freedom owe their concepts to the will of 
individuals, not to that of a conditioned herd. 
If you are one of these, pull yourself out of your grave. 
If you are one of the few that do not conform, don't relapse. 
Follow your conscience. Deceive not yourself; if you sacrifice 
your principles for conformity, you have committed moral 
suicide. Our . very existence depends on the few courageous 
individuals, not on those of you that are becoming the excre-
ment of civilized intelligence. Which shall it be: the wide 
comfortable path of conformity, or the narrow trial of indi-
viduality? The world awaits the answer of the youth of today, 
for therein is the future: life or paralysis. 
1 --
Impala Sport Coupe-like every Chevy-1ias Safety Plate Glass all around. 
Chevy stops quickest ... goes farthest on a gallon I 
Chevy showed the best brakes of the 
leading low-priced thr(le in a test of 
repeated stops at highway speeds con-
ducted and certified by NASCAR*. 
Chevy also won over the other two in 
a NASCAR economy run-with the 
highest gas mileage for 6's and V8's at 
cruising speeds of just over 55 miles 
an·hour. 
Here's a car that knows how to get 
the most out of a gallon. And it's the 
only car in its field to bring you 
hydraulic valve lifters in all popular 
engines-6 and VS. This means 
smoother, quieter performance for you. 
There are many other advances just 
as fundamental as the efficiency of 
Chevrolet's engines and the depend-
ability of its new brakes (with more lin-
ing area than any other low-priced car). 
But why not stop by your dealer's and 
let Chevy do its own sweet talking! 
•National Associalio11 for Stock Car Adranc1111111I 
and Rescarc/1. 
see your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for Ql!ick appraisal-early delivery! 
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MILITARY MUSINGS 
by Ed Stubenrauch 
Xavier ROTC students with a yen for the "wild blue 
yonder" are now being given a chance to fulfill their aero-
nautical desires just for putting in a little of their free time. 
In the summer of 1957 the army put an ROTC flight training 
program on a four-year trial at certain ROTC institutions. 
One of six institutions in Ohio to 
offer this program, Xavier has 




by Ed Edelmann 
Xavier has been chosen to 
perform Dorothy Drew's adaption 
of TREASURE ISLAND for the 
Children's Theater in Emery 
Auditorium from April 13 to 19. 
Tryouts will be held this week 
for the large cast of 14 male and 
one female speaking roles. Tom 
Eckstein, Masque spokesman, said 
that the combined audience will 
number near 33,000. He added 
that there would be many walk-
on parts for hordes of "pirates" 
in the play. The yo-ho-opus may 
be presented at Xavier later in 
the year. 
Right now the Masque situation 
is complicated by the fact that 
the original musical, PICCOLO 
PISA. is to be presented just two 
week~nds in May, not more than 
a few days after TREASURE 
ISLAND. To avoid the seventeen-
day-wonder problem of last year's 
LUCKY FOR ME, readings were 
held for PICCOLO Monday, 
Tuesday, and Wednesday nights. 
Three male and three female 
voices are heard in this produc-
tion. The play was just presented 
at Catholic University where 
Mrs. Kvapil starred. 
To those who are familiar witl'>. 
Mr. Kvapil's "classic" philosophy 
on college drama, the presenta-
tion of a musical comedy may 
seem inconsistent. However, Mr. 
K. argues that musical-comedy is 
an original American art form 
and more of it should be pre-
sented. 
If anyone missed seeing THE 
BOOR in the highly successful 
evening of one-acts, he had a 
chance to see it last Sunday on 
"Xavier Presents" with its orig-
inal cast, starring Marianne Mar-
tin and Bob Theis. General com-
ments on the one-acts indicated 
that the audience, accustomed to 
TV dramas, likes the brevity and 
variety of a group of one-acts. 
Another comment from experi-
enced South Hall play-goers was 
that there were many new faces. 




B. FRANKLIN, elecuician. says: "Wildroo1 





and ... WOW. 
struction and 35 hours of ground 
training which will qualify them 
found it to be quite successful. 
At present, eight ROTC stu-
dents in the senior Advanced 
Course are working to compete 
for a civilian pilot's license. 
George Haas, William Mountel, 
John Fleming, Jerry Huber, 
Roger Linn, Joseph Miller, Frank 
Petelrin, and Robert Schnee are 
presently enrolled in the course. 
A ninth man, Thomas Schmid, 
graduated from Xavier at the 
end of the first semester with 
most of his flight training re-
quirements fulfilled. 
The program, which would 
cost each student about $500 if 
he had to pay for it himself, is 
conducted by Cincinnati Aircraft, 
Inc., at Lunken Airport. Mr. Fred 
Cannon instructs the students in 
the actual flying phase while Mr. 
Herbert Bogert serves as their 
ground instructor. A local safety 
officer of the CAA will give the 
students their final test and make 
the final decisions on their 
licenses. Major Lucius Wright is 
the Moderator at Xavier and 
keeps an accurate record of the 
time that the students have com-
pleted in ground training, dual 
flying, and solo flying. 
The results of the program 
have been very good so far, since 
most of the students who started 
have finished. The program will 
be offered again next year to 
this year's Advanced Course jun-
iors who can qualify. To qualify, 
a student must pass a strict 
physical at Fort Sill this sum-
mer, pass a battery of aptitude 
tests, and sign a supplemental 
agreement to serve three years 
of active duty if accepted for 
Army Aviation. · 
Xavier Flight Training Students Ready For Real Thing 
Engl/sh: SLOW-WITTED BASEBALL PLAYER 
I Thlnlfllsh translation: The guys who patrol the fences on this man's team include a slugger (cloutfielder), a braggart (shoutfielder) and a sorehead (poutfielder)-reading from left field to right. The clod in 
question-a !outfielder-rarely breaks into the line-up. He thinks 
RBI is the second line of an eye chart. But he's no doubtfielderwhen 
it comes to smoking. He goes all out for the honest taste of fine 




Take a word-institution, for example. 
With it, you can make an aquarium 
(/institution), a bowling alley (pinstitu-
tion), a fireworks factory (dinstitution) 
or a saloon (ginstitution). That's Think-
lish-and it's that easy! We're paying 
$25 for the Thinklish words judged best 
-your check's itching t.o go! Send your 
words t.o Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt. 
Vernon, N .Y. Enclose your name, ad· 
dress, university and class. 
;: ...... ·.···. . ...... .;.·.•.•.·,·.;.·.•.·.·.· 
Get the genuine article 
Get the honest taste 
of a LUCKY STRIKE 
9'~ j . t/'L ___ _R______ " 'Jl.d • Product oft.Hf# .N~ fAI~ - r./~ is our miJdlt nt11U 
